
Culver LAND

An art installation and functioning game
for 2010 IndieCade in Culver City

Proposal by John Derevlany
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Culver LAND is a large-scale,

temporary art installation that also 

functions as a simple game with a 

unique gameplay mechanic.

Culver LAND turns a one-block area 

of downtown Culver City into a giant 

game board.  Imagine a cross 

between the board game 

“Candyland” and the sidewalks of 

Culver City, where YOU are the 

playing piece.

Culver LAND proposes the 

installation of approximately 107

(6’ X 6’) squares and 8 hexagons on

the sidewalks of Culver Blvd. 

between Ince Blvd. and Main Street.

The squares would be applied in six 

different colors with either adhesive

floor graphics (like the kind used in

supermarket floor advertisements) and/or temporary, non-toxic, water-

based “marking paint.”
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The actual game of 

Culver LAND involves players 

competing against each other to 

reach the end of the “game 

board.”

Players start in front of the 

Culver Hotel at Main St. and 

move East towards Ince Blvd.  At 

Ince, they cross to the opposite 

side of Culver Blvd. and move 

West along Culver until they 

reach Main St. and the Culver 

Hotel once again.

Forward progress on the 

game board is determined by 

the colors of passing cars, and 

how they correspond to the 

color of the square each player 

is standing on (if you’re on a 

green square, and a green car 

passes, you move forward; if 

not, you wait).

The changing of the traffic 

lights behind you also

contributes to the gameplay, and acts as a “game timer.”

Players stay on the sidewalk at all times, and use existing crosswalks 

when crossing streets.  All traffic and pedestrian laws are obeyed at all times.
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Culver LAND benefits to IndieCade and Culver City:

o Functions as both a work of art and a playable game.

o Provides a striking and attention-getting visual statement –

what better way to say “IndieCade is in Culver City” than by 

turning downtown into a giant game board?

o Ties the IndieCade venues together – events will most likely 

take place in venues stretching from Media Park to the Culver 

Hotel (and beyond).  The Culver LAND game board is designed to 

provide a geographical link between the various locations.

o Surefire attention-getter for both Culver City and IndieCade

with its unique size and scope.  It easy to drive by a single 

piece of art…unless that art stretches for more than a city block, 

and has people interacting with it.

o Specifically designed to be both safe and temporary.

o Gameplay can be customized to benefit local business

(including limited sponsorship of squares that direct players to 

nearby businesses)

o Finally, a fun use for all our local traffic!
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The Art of Culver LAND

I’d like to say Culver LAND is a work of sprawling Minimalism, with 

roots in reductive art theory, and inspired by the works of Piet Mondrian, 

Mark Rothko, and Frank Stella.  But the truth is: my inspiration came from 

the game “Candyland.” Culver LAND is a collection of large, colorful boxes 

and shapes, designed 

to make you smile and 

play.  It is meant to 

make a visual splash 

that draws attention 

to both Culver City and 

the IndieCade festival.

It is a giant game

begging to be played.
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A Unique Game Play Mechanic
Player movement is determined by the colors of passing cars

One of the main game-design objectives of “CulverLand” was that it be 

simple.  Both children and adults should be able to play this game.  This 

meant minimal rules and minimal strategic decisions. Many of the simplest 

board games are driven by some kind of randomizer – such as picking a card 

or rolling dice.  In order to avoid providing additional game materials, 

CulverLand’s randomizer is powered by the colors of passing cars.

The game board’s colors are based on the most popular auto colors in North 

America – Black, White, Silver/Gray, Blue, Red, and occasionally Green1 (see

chart above, as well as Appendix A for information about DuPont’s annual 

automotive Color Popularity Survey).

“Rule Cards” will be provided free at the “Start” area, near the Harry 

Culver Statue.  A summary of these rules is provided below.

1 Note: brown is actually slightly more popular than green, but I felt green contributed a lot more to 
the aesthetics of the game board.
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Culver LAND Game Rules

1. Up to three players at a time compete against each other.

2. Start by the Harry Culver Statue in front of the Culver Hotel.
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3. Choose a lane of Culver Blvd as your “watch lane.”  Players always stay 

on the sidewalk “game board,” and NEVER venture into the street except at 

traffic-light-regulated crosswalks.  However, players do WATCH the car traffic 

as it passes by.  At the start of each game, players choose to watch one of 

the three lanes on their side of Culver Blvd.  This is their “watch lane” and 

determines where they move on the “game board.
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4. When the traffic light behind you turns red, you move to the 

square matching the color of the first car stopped at the light in your 

Watch Lane.  Example: you have chosen the lane closest to the curb as your 

Watch Lane.  The first car waiting at the light in your watch lane is red.  You 

move to a red square. (If the color of the first car does not match ANY of 

the six colors on the game board, choose the second car waiting in your 

watch lane at the light.)

5. Once the traffic light turns green and traffic starts again, you 

move ahead one space every time a car matching your square passes 

by you in your Watch Lane. Example: you are standing on a black square.

You cannot move until a black car passes by in your “watch lane.”

6. Red light, jump ahead. The Culver Blvd. traffic lights change about 

every 60-70 seconds.  Every time the traffic light behind you turns red, skip 

ahead to a square that matches the color of the car stopped at the traffic

light in your Watch Lane. For example, if a player is heading East on the 

game board (away from the Culver Hotel), they will check the light behind 
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them (at Main Street).  If a white car is stopped at this light in their chosen 

“watch lane,” that player jumps ahead to the next white square (or 

multicolored hexagon), regardless of what square they are on at the 

moment.

7. Multicolored hexagons are treated just like 

a square – but with six colors.  So if, for 

instance, you need to jump to a certain colored 

square, but there are no more squares of that 

color in front of you, you jump to the hexagon.

These hexagons are all located at crosswalks with 

traffic lights.  Most likely a car featuring one of 

these six colors will be in your Watch Lane at the 

traffic light, so don’t worry about waiting for the right-colored car to move 

forward.  Just get yourself safely across the street and continue playing the 

game when you reach the squares on the other side. 

8. First one to make it back to the “Start” area by the Harry Culver 

statue wins the game. 
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“Special Squares” -- optimizing Culver LAND to benefit local businesses

It will be crucial to have the support of local businesses during the 

Culver LAND installation, since the game will cross in front of several 

establishments (almost all of them on the North side of Culver Blvd.). The

good new is that Culver LAND has been specifically designed to drive 

business to nearby establishments.

A limited number of game squares on the “board” will be customized 

with texts and graphics that direct players to patronize nearby businesses.

This will be done to both enhance game play and reward local businesses for 

any inconvenience encountered during the installation. For instance, the 

first one to reach a “special square” in front of Kay `N’ Dave’s Restaurant can 

demand that his competitors buy him/her a margarita (or other treat) for his 

victory. Or the first one to reach the hexagon in front of Trader Joe’s can 

demand his competitors buy him/her some kind of treat from that store.

The same kind of dynamic can be installed for the M Café (also on Culver 

Blvd.), as well as SportEve, Fraiche, and Bottle Rock (near the corner of Main 

and Culver).

The creator of Culver LAND is happy to work with the local merchants 

in developing content for these “special squares” as a way to both enhance 

game play rewards and benefit each participating business.

It will also be possible to allow a limited number of other downtown 

businesses to sponsor “special squares,” even if they are not on the game 

board route.  Ideally, there would be 5-10 “special squares” (out of more than 

100 game squares).  All efforts would be made to provide these squares at 

no cost to the businesses, provided the additional content does not

overwhelm the artistic integrity of each individual square and the game as a 
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whole (that means keeping any “special square” text small – no more than 20 

percent of the square’s surface).

If this project moves forward, presentations will be made to the Culver 

City Downtown Business Association and the Culver City Chamber of 

Commerce two months prior to installation.
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SPECS

Length of “game board”

 342 feet (approx.) on the South side of Culver Blvd. (57 squares) 

 300 feet (approx) on the North side of Culver Blvd. (50 squares) 

Total Squares and hexagons

 107 squares (50 on the North side, 57 of the south side of Culver Blvd.) 

 7 hexagons (6’ X 6’) -- one on each of the crosswalk corners in the board 

game area 

 1 “Start” hexagon (12’ X 12’) by the Culver Hotel 

All squares will follow existing sidewalk patterns – the concrete on the North 

side is set in squares of approx. 6’ X 6’.  The south side is set in squares of 

approx. 3’ X 3’, except for the area right atop the old Washington Blvd, 

which is just raw asphalt.
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Materials - TWO options

I have investigated two different options for installing this game – my 

preferred option, and the budget-friendly option.

Option #1 – Adhesive floor graphics (Cost: too much, so far)

This is my preferred option, but so far it costs more than the current 

budget allows.  It would involve applying approximately 115 floor graphics 

of the kind used in “floor advertisements” in supermarkets, shopping malls, 

and other spaces.  These graphics offer the most control and best colors, as 

well as ease of removal.  They can also be embedded with detailed text 

messages, and be sponsored by local businesses.  However, I have yet to find 

a way to execute this option for less than $10,000. The street graphic film

materials alone cost at least $6,000 (not including printing, installation, and 

removal).

I am continuing to investigate ways that this price can be brought 

down.  But without severely reducing the size of the game and/or getting 

substantial sponsorship from local businesses and other corporations, this 

option does not appear likely.

Option #2 – Temporary Marking Paint  (Cost: $3,900)

Temporary Marking Paint is the kind of paint used for marking 

dig/build locations on pavement by construction workers.  It is also used for 

large public events, such as painting a special line down the center of a 

street for a marathon. 
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This kind of paint has been around for decades and is well known in 

the construction community.  It is water-based (instead of solvent based) 

and typically fades safely away within a few weeks.

Marking paint is normally used for drawing narrow lines.  The Culver
LAND game would employ it to cover nearly 4,000 square feet of sidewalk, so 

some testing will be done to ensure the best method of application.  I also 

plan to test a new kind of marking paint called E-Z Paint that is supposed to 

be even more environmentally-safe (see Appendix B for info).

There are many benefits to using this paint – it can be easily installed, 

it will fade away on its own after a few weeks, it dries quickly (allowing 

sidewalks to stay open), and should provide a potent visual impact.  I’m also 

investigating ways to incorporate anti-skid additives into the painting 

process.

I would use one of these three water-based marking paints (in order of 

preference):

o E-Z Paint – a new “marking paint” that is supposed to be more 

ecologically friendly (lasts 6-9 weeks).

o Krylon® Industrial Quik-Mark™ Water-Based Inverted Marking 

Paint (lasts 6-12 weeks)

o Krylon® Industrial Quik-Mark™ Water-Based Inverted Marking 

Chalk (lasts 30 days)

The only problem with these paints is that none of them come in 

black, so a substitution may have to be found for the color black (possibly 

some kind of black tape or other materials).
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BUDGET - OPTION #2 - $3900

$1000 – water-based marking paint (approx 220 cans – two for each square)

$300 anti-slip additive (Sharkgrip)

$1200 - labor

$600 – printing costs – for 7,500 Rules Cards (on card stock)

$500 – miscellaneous (tape, stencils, holders for flyers)

$3900 - TOTAL
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Schedule

July – continue to investigate cost-reduction of adhesive floor graphics

Early August – present Culver LAND concept to Culver City Chamber of 

Commerce and Culver City Downtown Business Association for input on 

“Special Squares” and overall plan.

Mid-august – begin testing vinyl squares and/or paints in artist’s Culver City

driveway; testing of  adhesives, durability, anti-slip qualities, and paint

amounts required.

October 4-6 -- sidewalk is cleaned; vinyl squares and/or paints are installed (3 

days).

October 7 - finish any additional work; install “Game Rule” card rack by Harry 

Culver Statue; schedule promotional photos and other publicity (in 

conjunction with IndieCade and City of Culver City). Have “Premiere” of 

Game for public and IndieCade attendees.

Mid-October – Begin removal of game (if vinyl is used); if not, allow to slowly 

fade.
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ARTIST BIO 

John Derevlany is a writer, artist, animator, game designer, and Culver City 

resident.  His experience producing hundred of hours of live action, 

animated, and reality TV have familiarized him with the complexity of 

executing such large scale (and offbeat) undertakings like turning a city into 

a giant game board.  Some of his producing “spectacles” include the 

controlled chaos of the kids and puppet dance show “Jim Henson’s Animal 

Jam,” and the Election Map on the 1996 “Politically Incorrect Election Special,” 

in which the Presidential poll results were tracked with a gymnasium-sized 

floor graphic of the U.S.A. filled with children in blue and red shirts 

(depending on how that state voted).  He has also entered an original 

electronic game in the IndieCade festival – a “first person stomper” game 

called “Giant Big Shoe Man.”  He is active in the Culver City community and is 

a member of the Culver City Advisory Committee on Redevelopment. 
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PROFESSIONAL REFERENCES qualified to speak to artist’s Design 

Achievement and Performance

1.  David Javelosa – Professor, Academy of Entertainment Technology at 

Santa Monica College.

E-mail:

Phone:  

Address: The Academy of Entertainment Technology

1660 Stewart Street

Santa Monica, CA  90404

2.  Steve Stajich – critic, playwright, long-time columnist Santa Monica Mirror

E-mail:

Phone:

Address :
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APPENDIX A
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Appendix B
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Appendix C
JOHN DEREVLANY

johnderevlany@yahoo.com   (310) 287-1232 http://mycomputerhatesme.com/

1995-present TV Producer / Creator
Created or developed several TV shows including:

° Animal Jam – creator – Discovery Kids/Jim Henson Company (2003)
° Monster Buster Club – co-creator – Disney XD/Marathon Ent. (2007)
° Wayside – developed from Louis Sachar books – Nickelodeon (2007)
° Gerald McBoing Boing – based on Ted Geisel film– Cartoon Network (2005)
° Doki Adventures – pilot writer – Discovery Kids Latin America (2009)
° Austin Stories – MTV – pilot co-writer (1997)
° Singled Out – MTV – pilot co-writer (1995)

1993- present TV Writer
Animation:  Kick Buttowski (Disney XD – Story Editor), Rekkit Rabbit 
(Disney Europe), League of Super Evil (Cartoon Network), Johnny Test (C.N.),
Angry Beavers (Nickelodeon), Space Ghost Coast to Coast (C.N.)

Live Action: Rollergirls (A&E), Politically Incorrect (Comedy Central), TV 
Nation (Fox, NBC), This Just In (ABC), What’s so Funny (Fox), All That 
(Nickelodeon), Trashed (MTV), BRATS of the Lost Nebula (WB), Steven 
Banks Show (PBS), Night After Night with Allan Havey (Comedy Central)

2006-present Game Writer / Designer
Hullabaloo DVD Game (Cranium - writer)
BrainSlapper – flash game for infants (creator)
Giant Big Shoe Man – console game using dance pad (creator)

2008-2009 Website Creator 
BestParentEver.com – once-popular parenting blog and forum
StuffStickFigurePeopleLike.com – blog for stick figures
Lazyman.info – lifestyle site for lazy people
MoronAnswers.com – like yahoo.answers, but for morons
UkeTilUPuke.com – the world’s greatest punk ukulele band

1985-1993 Author, Editor and Journalist
Yuppies Invade My House at Dinnertime (book author).  Hoboken Reporter 
(editor). Freelance articles: Seventeen, Village Voice, National Lampoon 

EDUCATION 1982-85.  NEW YORK UNIVERSITY. B.A. Magna Cum Laude

SKILLS Writer, director, cinematographer, animator, editor, visual effects


